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Abstract---In this paper we proposed a low power 

Embedded system whose multiple FPGA based switches are 

operated independently according to the  application specific 

sensors like regional movement detectors in video stream. 

This system consists of a LED switching circuit, embedded 

vision system communicating each other through GPIO. All 

IPs are provided with Verilog codes in RTL, as well as 

Verilog codes and EDIF netlist of synthesized gate level 

logic which are verified in FPGA emulation. They are setup 

as semiconductor IPs in ready-to-use state in remote server 

computer Embedded vision system is implemented by 32 bit 

processor, Open RISC and peripherals - SDRAM, SSRAM, 

DMA, TFT-LCD, GPIO and CIS, etc. - connected on 

Wishbone on-chip bus. One bus structure is too busy to 

provide enough high speed transferring of image data from 

camera both to TFT-LCD and to the processor that is 

executing motion detecting program. So segmented bus 

structure is introduced to achieve higher performance. It is 

verified by simulation that the performance of segmented 

bus structure is more than two times better than one bus 

structure. The FPGA implementation confirms higher data 

transferring speed, suitable for a real-time video application. 

Keywords: Vision Sensor, Energy Saving, Embedded Vision 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Embedded systems have become the basic essential element 

in most of ordinary electronic products. The most important 

reason of such popularity comes from their characteristics 

satisfying constraints such as performance, weight, power 

consumption and cost [1]. In these days the principal 

evolving trends of embedded systems are the specialization 

of architecture that is elaborately constructed best fit to the 

target application, for example, OMAP platform of Texas 

Instruments for cellular phone application [2], Nexperia of 

Philips for consumer electronics [3].  

Video surveillance and machine vision systems are 

also attracting academic and industrial interests [4]. Single 

SoC (System-On-Chip) provides enough performance due to 

novel single or a set of multiple processors as well as high 

speed wired and wireless telecommunication technologies. 

The last inefficiency to overcome in computer science must 

be the man-machine interface, like computer vision.  

This paper introduces energy saving embedded 

vision system developed with 32 bit OpenRISC processor 

and peripherals - SDROM, SSRAM, DMA, TFT-LCD, 

GPIO and CIS, etc [5]. This embedded system captures 

images from embedded camera, detects motions in 

partitioned image regions, and sends results to LED 

switching circuit. LED turns off for still state and turns on 

by the detection of movement in video camera. This 

operation means automatic energy saving operation 

stimulated by vision sensor.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section II 

introduces OpenRISC based platform including 

semiconductor IP libraries and software development 

environment of web- based CAD system. Section III 

explains detail architecture of embedded vision system 

specialized for vision sensitive energy saving application. In 

section IV, image comparison algorithm is explained. 

Section V shows FPGA board and its operation. The paper 

concludes at Section VI. 

II. OPENRISC BASED PLATFORM 

OpenRISC based platform has been setup for easy and 

efficient development of various kinds of embedded systems. 

Platform consists of EDA tools for simulation and synthesis, 

web-based design environment (FlowrianII), GNU C/C++ 

tool-chain and libraries of semiconductor IPs.  

FlowrianII is our creative web-based CAD system, 

which consists of client program on PC Windows and server 

program on Linux/Solaris server computer [6]. These two 

programs have different missions (Fig.1). Clients provide 

graphical interface for designers to capture design data and 

analyze verification results. Server contains valuable design 

resources, such as CAD tools and libraries of semiconductor 

IPs. Designers working in front of clients could utilize 

design resources of server computer as if they are their own 

assets. 

 
Fig. 1: Client and server working flow of web based CAD 

The cost of design resources to develop embedded system is 

too expensive and some Speciality is required to set them 

up. But in the web-based CAD system, complete design 

environment is already setup on server side and open to 

client in ready-to-use state. So the installation of client 
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software on designer's PC is enough to start embedded 

system HW/SW design and verification. 

 
Fig. 2: Verilog platform for simulation 

OpenRISC based platform consists of processor and 

peripheral modules, such as SDRAM, SSRAM, DMA, I2C, 

TFT-LCD controller, Debugger, GPIO and CIS controller, 

etc. All IPs are provided with Verilog codes in RTL, as well 

as Verilog codes and EDIF netlist of synthesized gate level 

logic which are verified in FPGA emulation. They are setup 

as semiconductor IPs in ready-to-use state in remote server 

computer. The resue of semiconductor IPs could reduce the 

risk of design failure, simplify SoC design complexity, 

adjust to the pressed time-to-market and formulate standard 

design process.  
Fig 2 shows Verilog hardware platform and 

software design process. C codes modeling vision algorithm 

are cross-compiled targeting to OpenRISC processor. 

Because the compiled code contains redundant debugging 

data, they are striped out. The format of binary machine 

code is transformed in hexadecimal for SSRAM behavior 

model.  
It is very important to debug software in algorithm 

level with enough high speed even on complex embedded 

system and in early stage in design process. Fig. 3 shows 

software debugging environment with ISS in our web-based 

CAD system. The debugging tools of GNU compiler, GDB 

&DDD debugger are setup on Client. But the source codes 

are transferred to server computer to get object codes by 

cross- compilation [7]. 

 
Fig. 3: Software debugging with ISS 

III. EMBEDDED VISION SYSTEM 

The final goal of this paper is to develop energy saving 

embedded vision system. The OpenRISC based platform will 

be reused, and moreover some improvement of the basic 

architecture will be done to make it specialized for video 

application. 

The final embedded vision system consists of three 

parts, which are vision module, processor platform module, 

and switching module (Fig. 4) [8].  

The vision module catches images of outside world 

with CIS camera and displays them on LCD panel in real-

time. The images of 320x240 dimensions are transferred in 

30 frames per second. The processor platform module is 

modified from basic OpenRISC based platform. The 

modification of basic platform focuses on bus structure in 

order to speed up video data communication. Switching 

module consists of n x m array of LEDs. One video frame is 

partitioned into n x m regions and motion of each region is 

detected independently. Each LED is corresponding to one 

region of video image. This means that one camera provides 

multiple independent vision sensors 

 
Fig. 4 : Overall architecture 

The flow of image data must be considered carefully in 

vision system because many pixel data are transferred in fast 

speed. Each frame must be displayed on LCD panel in real- 

time. But embedded vision program, even implemented in 

hardware, takes much time to complete its task, so it picks 

up some discrete frames only. In other words, asymmetry 

exists in both time interval and communication flow. 

 
(a) Single bus case  (b) Segmented bus case 

Fig. 5: Comparison of video data processing flow 

Fig. 5 shows video data flow from image acquisition from 

camera through Wishbone bus through DMA through 

processor to LCD panel. Fig. 5.a shows the flow on the 

native platform having single bus. Two separate paths exist, 
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the one is fast movement from camera to LCD panel, the 

other is slow movement from camera to GPIO. Because all 

modules are sharing one bus, DMA and processor compete 

to catch image data from SSRAM. This bottleneck results in  
Discontinuity of frame display on LCD panel.  

To solve this bottleneck, two segmented buses are 

introduced so as to make different movement path from the 

first image capture. Each frame is duplicated to different 

RAM through different segmented bus. The movement to 

LCD panel operates in continuous mode. But the movement 

to processor occurs by interrupt in discrete time because of 

calculation delay of vision algorithm.  

We designed segmented bus structure as shown in 

Fig. 6. This structure is aimed to speed up video data stream 

more fluently. One Wishbone bus is disconnected into 

segments and cluster of modules are reorganized and 

interconnected to each segment. One cluster for image 

display and other cluster for vision calculation could work in 

parallel. At one time CIS controller receives one frame from 

camera and stores it to SDRAM through Wishbone BUS 1. 

During the time between storing one frame and getting the 

next frame, LCD module gets the frame from SDRAM and 

displays the image on LCD panel. All data exchange takes 

place through Wishbone BUS 1.  

At the same time when processor requests to get 

the frame from another CIS through separate Wishbone BUS 

2. CIS controller gets the frame from camera and stores it 

into SSRAM. Processor compares the current frame with the 

last one to execute motion detection algorithm. 

Consequently this parallel working obviously increases 

system speed. 

 
Fig. 6: OpenRISC platform with segmented buses 

The performance improvement of segmented bus structure is 

verified by simulation and confirmed by FPGA emulation. 

Vision algorithm running on processor is a program to 

detect object movement by comparing frame by frame. The 

cross-compiled binary codes are downloaded on two 

different architectures and the start and finish time of one 

comparison is measured by simulation (Table 1). The delay 

on single bus is 9,206,880 ns and 4,303,100 ns for 

segmented bus structure. The performance of segmented bus 

structure is improved more than 2 times faster than single 

bus structure. 

 
Table. 1: Image comparison time measured by simulation 

Our embedded vision system assumes multiple vision 

sensor, meaning that one frame image is partitioned into 

several regions and each region acts independently as one 

vision sensor. One camera could monitor several sectors 

separately and output sensing result to the corresponding 

switching module. Because of one-to-one correspondence 

between partitioned regions and switching modules, each 

switching module must receive proper command from 

embedded vision system.  

Switching module automatically turns on or off 

power switch, according to the command of embedded 

vision system. As seen in Fig. 7, switching module consists 

of several basic functions. Decoder interprets the command 

whether it is comes from its corresponding vision sensor, 

whether to turn switch on or off. Dimming logic generates 

sort of fancy operation if necessary. 

 
Fig. 7: Switching module architecture 

IV. IMAGE COMPARING SOFTWARE 

In order to detect movement in each partitioned region, 

image comparison C program is developed and cross- 

compiled machine code is downloaded into SSRAM of 

embedded vision system. The image comparison between 

neighbor frames is required. The critical issues are tolerable 

noise reduction and fast reaction time.  

The processing flow is shown in Fig. 8. The first step 

is to get two neighbor frame image data and convert original 

image to average value in quarter size. This results in 

improvement of processing speed as well as less influence 

of noises. 

In next step, the corresponding point pixel data of 

two neighbor images are compared and accumulated. The 

difference of each corresponding pixel is compared with 

threshold value. Proper threshold value is determined 

heuristically by many experiments. This calculation is done 

independently for each partitioned section. 

In the last step, the final ON/OFF decision is sent 

to outside switching module corresponding to the region 

under consideration. This command must follow the 

protocol format between embedded vision system and 

switching modules. This protocol contains ID of switching 

module, turn on/off, dimming effect.  

This C code is cross-compiled targeting to 

OpenRISC processor with or32-uclinux-gcc. Unnecessary 

debugging data are striped out from compiled codes and 

then finally machine codes are downloaded into SSRAM of 

embedded vision system. 
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Fig. 8: Data flow of image compare algorithm 

V. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION 

Embedded vision system and motion detection algorithm are 

implemented and emulated on FPGA board (iNCITE-5000) 

with extension vision board (iNCITE-VIO) and 2x2 LED 

array board for switching modules (Fig. 9).  

The video images are divided into 2x2 split regions, 

each of which outputs motion detection result to 

corresponding LED. Unlike other types of sensors, vision 

sensors have less restriction on the distance and spacious 

wideness. Each of 2x2 vision sensors surveils its responsible 

region. If there is some motion in the territory, 

corresponding LED turns on. Otherwise LED turns out.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 10 : (a) FPGA emulation board (b) Regional vision 

sensoring 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper introduces embedded vision system applied to 

electrical energy saving purpose. Hardware part of 

embedded vision system is implemented with 32 bit 

OpenRISC processor, Wishbone on-chip bus, SSRAM, 

SDRAM, GPIO, TFT-LCD controller, CIS controller, etc. 

Software part carries out motion detection algorithm so as to 

find out human existence from the images captured by 

camera. In order to speed up video image processing, 2 

segmented buses is introduced, the one from camera to LCD 

panel for video display and the other from camera to 

processor for motion detection. The motion detection data is 

sent to switching modules, outside of platform, through 

GPIO. In this paper switching module consists of 2x2 array 

of LED lighting circuits, but possible to extend any power 

switch. LED lights are turned on or off in response of 

motion detected in the corresponding region of camera 

observation space. This could be the core technology of 

energy saving application that is activated and deactivated 

by multiple vision sensors. 
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